Application of cell technologies in clinical practice grows rapidly. Nowadays stem cells (Sc) are employed in regenerative medicine as an advanced treatment of Alzheimer's and parkinson's disease, myocardial infarction, leukemia, diabetes and others [1, 2] . An increased interest toward this class of cells is explained by their unique characteristics such as high proliferative activity, ability for self-renewal, high differentiation capacity.
cell therapy with Sc is conducted in two main directions: local transplantation of cell material and systemic transplantation. In both cases Sc are able to migrate, proliferate and repopulate in the pathological focus, showing a therapeutic effect. Note that the efficiency of the cells impact depends not only on their ability to repair damaged tissue, but mostly on their ability to migrate to tissues and organs.
Hence the studies of transplanted cells migration are of high fundamental and applied significance due to the fact that regeneration efficiency in tissues and organs principally depends on the direction and intensity of the process.
As an example of fundamental study one can consider the problem of the risk of tumors after Sc transplantation, mechanisms of influence of transplanted Sc on tumor development, epigenetic mechanisms of differentiation СТМ ∫ 2015 -vol. 7, No.4 15 Reviews of Sc [3] [4] [5] . Investigation of Sc mobility in order to determine population viability of transplanted cells for an extended time is an example of applied study [6] [7] [8] .
Recent methods of Sc migration imaging should meet the following requirements: biocompatibility, biosafety, lack of toxicity; the absence of Sc genetic modification; the possibility to image a single cell in any anatomical location; quantification of cell migration; reduced imaging during cell division; the presence of contrasting agent only in Sc; noninvasiveness of imaging in terms of cell damage over time; stability of cell label during cell life cycle [9] .
Imaging techniques of in vivo Sc visualization are based on different physical principles. They include optical, non-optical and hybrid techniques as well as methods of multimodal imaging [10] [11] [12] [13] . Main classes of the above mentioned techniques are summarized in the Table. Most of the presented technologies are realized with the implementation of contrast-increasing agents both of exogenous and endogenous origin which allows to improve contrast, sensitivity and specificity of imaging.
The present review is aimed to analyze modern techniques of Sc monitoring and labeling with the discussion of their possibilities, advantages and disadvantages in experimental and clinical studies.
optical imaging techniques
Methods of optical bioimaging are based on principles of collecting light signal emitted by a biological object after specific illumination followed by instrumental processing and numerical analysis of the collected signal in order to achieve 3D images of the object's structure with high spatial resolution.
Optical imaging techniques include, in particular, fluorescence and bioluminescence imaging which can be divided by into microscopy methods with cellular resolution (microscopy techniques), imaging techniques with spatial resolution at tissue level and methods with resolution at the level of the whole organism.
As most cell structures are achromatic, special approaches for contrasting are used (mostly in fluorescence techniques) to form a structured image of an object. They are based on implementation of contrast agents (markers) that can be either endogenous 1 СТМ ∫ 2015 -vol. 7, No.4
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The simplest modality of in vivo FI at organism level is surface imaging which enables fast evaluation (1-2 s) of the size of fluorescence area located close to the object's surface. Employment of high sensitive detectors allows to reveal fluorescence from large depths, yielding however significant image blur due to strong scattering of light within biotissues. In recent years systems for surface FI became commercially available (IVIS, Maestro, Kodak; uSA) . These imaging systems implement epiluminescence, transluminescence and 3D fluorescence diffuse tomography modalities [27] .
The FI techniques are widely used when studying the role of Sc in carcinogenesis for understanding of biodistribution, tropism and interaction of Sc with tumors. Hereafter, we will concentrate on examples of problems connected with examination the of the Sc role in carcinogenesis, as they demonstrate the abilities of in vivo imaging techniques and are extremely important to expand the therapeutic use of Sc.
In vivo FI allowed to study the distribution of GFp labeled allogenic Sc in immunodeficient mice [28] . Wolf et al. [29] observed migration of systemically administered labeled human Sc to lung metastases induced by injection of mouse renal carcinoma cells.
The FI and laser scanning microscopy techniques were employed to study the interaction of tumor with mesenchymal Sc in cervical cancer model [30] . Adipose stromal cells labeled with red fluorescent protein Turbo Fp635 were shown to migrate into recipient spleen when administered systemically, and into the bone marrow, lung and tumor tissue when administered both systemically and locally.
Bioluminescent imaging (BI). In this method the core genetic label in the reporter construct is luciferase which is a protein that catalyzes reactions accompanied by the emission of light, or bioluminescence [31] . The most common enzyme for in vivo BI is firefly luciferase isolated from the firefly Photinus pyralis. Luciferase oxidizes its substrate luciferin in the presence of oxygen and ATp, and this reaction is accompanied by broadband light emission with the maximum at the wavelength l=560 nm. Luciferase can serve as a marker of different molecules expression in individual cells or in laboratory animals in vivo. Bioluminescent tomography systems are used to monitor expression of target molecules labeled with luciferase [32] .
Luciferase reporter systems allow for in vitro study of gene expression, activity of cellular receptors, signal transmission paths, RNA processing and protein-protein interactions [33] . BI is also employed for characterization and quantification of specific proteins expression after stimulation [34] , as well as in the study of the apoptotic process [35] . This imaging modality benefits from the use of an enzyme which is highly specific for its substrate, the absence of background radiation in living tissues, and high sensitivity (~10 Direct non-specific labeling of cells is performed using exogenous fluorescent dyes that are classified as membrane, cytoplasmic and nuclear markers etc. by the target cellular component they interact with [16] .
Membrane fluorescent dyes are lipophilic derivatives of carbocyanines. Investigation of in vivo Sc migration is typically performed using dyes from pKH family [17] which are known for long retention within a cell (up to a month). cytoplasmic fluorescent dyes include calcein, and fluorescein based dyes BcEcF, FDA, cFDA, cFDA-AM, cFSE [18] . Typical nuclear dyes are DApI and Hoechst 33342 which bind to AT-rich sequence of DNA minor groove [19] . The advantages of these groups of dyes are their cost effectiveness, ease of fabrication, lack of genetic modification of cells and the possibility of applying for proliferation studies. Their disadvantages are dye removal from cells over time, and transfer of dye into surrounding cells.
Exogenous markers also include different types of nanoparticles. The advantages of nanoparticles are unique physical properties, non-invasiveness, reasonable cost, easy accessibility [20, 21] . In optical fluorescence bioimaging one employs fluorescent polymer nanoparticles [22] , silica nanoparticles [23] and quantum dots [24] .
Indirect specific labeling of Sc can be performed using methods of genetic labeling. The selected group of cells is subjected to transfection or viral transduction by reporter constructs that encode a label protein under the control of a specific promoter [25] . The most widely used in FI genetic labels are the family of fluorescent proteins isolated from coelenterates, with its best known representative, green fluorescent protein (GFp) isolated from pacific jellyfish, Aequoria victoria. The area of BI applications continues to grow due to technical solutions (for example, high sensitive ccD cameras) allowing to increase the stability of the registered signal, and to design and commercialize diverse modified luciferase forms and corresponding substartes with optimized properties [47] .
Direct comparison between bioluminescence and fluorescence imaging techniques for in vivo has not been done yet. However, BI techniques benefit from lower background signal level. The advantage of FI consists in ability to study fixed tissues and perform other modalities of fluorescence analysis (cytometry and cell sorting) in addition to in vivo studies. Employment of FI does not require an expensive substrate, and there exists much wider variety of labels for FI compared to BI.
Another class of bioimaging techniques is based on various effects of light scattering in biological tissues. They include, in particular, optical coherence tomography (OCT).
OcT is noninvasive technique for imaging internal structure of biotissues with the spatial resolution at cell level which is based on interferometric detection of backscattered light of near infrared optical range. This technique is characterized by high spatial resolution, non-invasiveness, and allows for in vivo imaging of 3D biotissue structure in real time with the imaging depth of up to 2 mm [48] .
Employment of OcT for Sc imaging requires adaptation of the method as well as application of specific contrasting agents, e.g. magnetic micro-and nanoparticles. For example, magnetomotive OcT has been developed to visualize Sc labeled with magnetic micro-and nanoparticles on agar scaffolds by analyzing speckle structure of 3D OcT images [49] . OcT was used to image stem-cell-derived photoreceptor precursor cells transplanted into rats with retinal dystrophy. Together with fluorescence confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope OcT technique allowed for visualization of cell viability up to 15 days after transplantation [50] .
In a rat model for neural stem cell (NSc) transplantation studies in which NScs were modified with brainderived neurotrophic factor genes, survival, migration, and differentiation of donor cells in host retinas were observed with OcT, Heidelberg retina angiograph, and immunohistochemistry, respectively [51] .
The main disadvantage of OcT for Sc studies is its poor resolution at cellular level which limits the possibilities of OcT as a method for optical biopsy [48] . Researchers' efforts are aimed at increasing the resolution of OcT and minimizing the limitations of this technique. In this respect one employs novel contrast agents (magnetic micro-and nanoparticles), optical clearing approach to increase imaging depth and the image contrast, broadband light sources (femtosecond lasers) to obtain images of biological tissues with a resolution of up to several micrometers [48] . Note that OcT is mainly used as a complementary method to visualize the structure of the tissue in which transplanted Sc migrate, and not as the primary imaging technique.
Non-optical imaging techniques
Non-optical imaging includes a wide range of techniques based on different physical principles of signal detection, however, for Sc monitoring primarily magnetic resonance imaging and radionuclide techniques are employed. Non-optical imaging provides high spatial resolution at relatively large imaging depth, has significant sensitivity and provides information about structural (organ, tissue, cellular, molecular) and functional components. Moreover, non-optical techniques allow to reveal Sc with exiting contrast and resolution not only in experimental conditions, but also in clinical environment.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is based on the detection of signal from hydrogen nuclei within the structure of various compounds of living organism, primarily water molecules. Typically, the contrast based on water content is used only to create anatomical images in which different tissues are distinguished by amount of water.
In modern studies additional contrast agents for MRI are implemented. Gadolinium-based compounds are most effective contrast agents because of unpaired electrons [52, 53] . chelated gadolinium complexes (Gd Reviews methods using paramagnetic agents is that they are not sensitive enough to visualize single cells [58] .
Another type of contrast agents for MRI is superparamagnetic iron oxide particles (SpIOs) [59] . These particles consist of iron oxide cores, which usually contain a few thousand atoms of iron, which increases local iron concentration and allow to detect lower cell concentrations [60] . Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SpIONs) are the most preferred contrast agents for Sc monitoring due to their high sensitivity and excellent biocompatibility [61, 62] .
Numerous studies are performed with a novel class of contrast agents based on saturation transfer due to chemical exchange (cEST) [63] . These agents provide additional features such as the ability to distinguish several biological events at one image or simultaneously monitor various cell populations using multiple contrast agents [64] . pARAcEST-agents, in which transfer of saturation magnetization is carried out from nuclei of coordinated water (water near the paramagnetic center) to nuclei of free water, are of particular interest [65] .
A detailed review by Kircher et al. [66] summarizes different contrast agents used in MRI and considers various possibilities of their application for cell imaging.
For cell labeling the following approaches are employed: 1) direct labeling with magnetic nanoparticles when contrast agents penetrate into cells due to transfection polycationic agents, liposomes, "gene gun", microinjection, electroporation, or receptormediated endocytosis; 2) stable transduction by reporter genes encoding specific proteins, such as intracellular metalloproteinase (transferrin and ferritin) producing signal due to internal iron accumulation.
High sensitivity, resolution, specificity, and the ability to perform the study in a dynamic mode make MRI an attractive technique for Sc biology study [67] .
In paper [68] porcine Sc were transduced by human ferritin. In the in vivo model of porcine myocardial infarction transplanted Sc were detected by MRI after 4 weeks. It is shown that ferritin had no effect on reparative or differentiation potential of Sc. In certain cases, this labeling method is preferable rather than direct labeling, since it depends on the gene expression which correlates with cell viability and provides more functional information.
Studies on human Sc applications demonstrated that Sc labeled with SpIOs retain the ability for survival, migration and integration after in vivo transplantation which allows to track the fate of labeled cells in different conditions of administration over time [69] , and in various tumor models in mice, rats, rabbits and pigs [70] . In human breast cancer model MRI showed homing of human SpOIs-labeled Sc to lung metastases [71] . Tracing of small populations of labeled neural Sc in experimental model of stroke is demonstrated [72] . The sensitivity of MRI was sufficient to detect 1,000 labeled Sc at co-injection with breast cancer cells in a model of subcutaneous tumors [73] . In the paper by Watada et al.
[74] MRI monitoring of SpIOs-labeled Sc transplanted into ear and cochlea after 4 weeks after transplantation was performed.
compounds based on gadolinium chelates are widely applied to study migration and differentiation of Sc of various origins and in various models. One of the commonly used materials is a complex of gadolinium with diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTpA). paper [75] shows the possibility of its application for in vivo monitoring labeled mesenchymal Sc due to high signal intensity and lack of negative effect on cell viability and proliferation. In [76] the authors used three Gd-DOTApeptide complexes (1, 4, 7, 10-tetraazacyclododecane-N, N', N'', N'-tetraacetic acid) as a contrast agent for labeling mesenchymal Sc.
In The disadvantage of MRI is the presence of artifacts in the images. To overcome this problem a special agent based on nanoparticles for dual-mode filtering of artifacts MRI images (AFIA) is developed, which comprises a combination of the paramagnetic and superparamagnetic nano-material [80] . using AFIA the artifacts in raw image were eliminated, which enhanced the accuracy of MRI. The authors demonstrated AFIA ability for in vitro samples and a possibility for artifactfree imaging of Sc migration in vivo.
Radionuclide imaging (RI) is based on the ability of special detection hardware to monitor the distribution of radiolabelled bioactive compounds in the body which allows to study such processes as metabolism, substance transport, the ligand-receptor interaction, expression of genes. This method has very high sensitivity (<10 -9 M) and is able to image biologically active compounds at extremely low concentrations.
Two basic strategies are employed for contrasting in RI: direct labeling with a radioactive marker and labeling by reporter genes.
RI uses two tomographic techniques: single photon emission computed tomography and positron emission tomography [81] .
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is based on registration of radioactivity with a gamma-camera rotating around the studied object at different angles allowing for section image reconstruction. SpEcT provides volumetric images of the distribution of radionuclides belonging to pure gamma emitters: technetium-99m ( The use of radiopharmaceuticals (Rp) containing radionuclides is a perspective approach. Rp are accumulated only in specific organs and structures while this accumulation may be governed by metabolic processes in tissues or local organ perfusion. Rp are fabricated through radiochemical synthesis: the radionuclide is "embedded" in a chemical. The fabrication requires radionuclide preparation and evaluation of its half-life [83] .
SpEcT is often employed for leukocyte migration monitoring [84] , however, Sc migration can be monitored as well.
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a radioisotope diagnostics technique. It is based on detection of positrons emitted by radionuclides. positron emitting radioisotopes produce high-energy gamma rays able to penetrate deep into the tissue, resulting in the possibility of applying this approach for studies either in small animals or in human subjects [85] . Rp based on technetium-99m (for instance, 99mTc-hexamethylpropyleneamineoxime with half-life of about 6 h which is employed for short term imaging of Sc in vivo) provide imaging with high contrast [86] .
pET also employs reporter genes technologies. Such genes are divided into three different classes: encoding genes (receptors), enzymes and transporters. When using receptor-based reporters a radiolabel is associated with dopamine receptor, which encodes the reporter gene. Enzyme-based systems use reporter genes to produce specific enzymes that modify radiolabel by inhibiting its release from a cell. The third class of reporter genes is encoded by radiolabel transport proteins (symporters) [87] . Reporter genes systems allow for long term evaluation of injected cells distribution in real time. The advantage of this method is an additional opportunity to study functional activity and cell viability. currently, one of the most common reporter genes for pET is the herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase of the first type (HSV1-tk) and its mutant (HSV1-sr39tk). This enzyme phosphorylates pyrimidine and adenine bases and is successfully used in combination with radiolabeled reporter probes such as 124 I-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-1-D-arabinofuranosyl-5-iodouracil (FIAu), [88, 89] . using pET, migration of Sc to subcutaneously grafted bowel adenocarcinoma and their proliferation was studied [90] . Monitoring of copper and cobalt isotopelabeled rat Sc lasted for more than a month.
Non-optical techniques for Sc migration study are widely used in scientific research and clinical trials, however the range of their use depends on the specific problem. MRI has no limitations in the volume and size of the biological object being studied, therefore it perfectly suits for the study of the entire body. At the same time the spatial resolution of MRI varies from 10 to 300 microns depending on system configuration and given the average cell size of 5-50 microns, it may be efficiently employed to study migration of even single transplanted cells. The advantages of MRI include persistence of labels. However, it is difficult to assess the condition of the initially injected cells with this technique. In addition, preservation of the label can be treated as a disadvantage, because the resident macrophages may consume the dead transplanted cells resulting in false positive signal.
SpEcT and pET allow for quantitative evaluation of cells and have low background signal, however, compared to MRI and optical imaging techniques, they have a number of disadvantages: low spatial resolution (does not allow for accurate localization of transplanted cells in the organ); radiation load; radioisotope short halflife which limits the duration of cells tracking; nonspecific absorption of radionuclides in normal tissues of internal organs (kidney, liver).
The definite advantage of pET consists in higher sensitivity compared to that of SpEcT, which allows for much more accurate evaluation of the number of labeled Sc.
Hybrid imaging techniques
Hybrid imaging techniques include photoacoustic imaging (PAI), a hybrid technology which enables imaging basing on detection of ultrasound waves generated by thermoelastic expansion of tissues induced by absorption of probing optical radiation [91] . The object of interest is illuminated by a short laser pulse, pulse energy is absorbed within the inner structures of the object leading to fast temperature increase and thermal expansion. The thermal expansion produces ultrasound waves propagating through object which are detected by ultrasonic transducers located at the object surface. Detected signals are processed resulting in distribution map of absorption coefficient at the optical probing wavelength within the object. The origin of contrast in pAI consists in difference in local optical absorption coefficient determined by endogenous and exogenous chromophores [92] .
pAI techniques include two basic modalities: photoacoustic tomography (PAT) and photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) [93] .
pAT is based on detection of acoustic signal on the surface of the object irradiated by a pulsed laser [94] . It enables 3D imaging in real time with imaging depth up to several centimeters [95] , however, it cannot provide resolution at cellular level. For detection of ultrasound waves pAT requires contact detection mode due to pronounced decay of ultrasound waves in the air between the object and ultrasound transducer. This fact significantly limits application of pAT in biomedical studies [96] .
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High resolution in pAM is based on tight optical focusing of the probing radiation. A separate direction, optical resolution photoacoustic microscopy (ORpAM) can be distinguished in pAM [97] , which can provide spatial resolution of units of microns at depths up to 1 mm in brain [98] . ORpAM provides imaging based on specific optical absorption bands of particular cellular components, chromophores, such as DNA, RNA, cytochromes, myelin, melanin, and hemoglobin [99] . It enables determination of cell viability, state of the cell membrane components and, if possible, evaluation of cellular metabolism through the ratio of reduced and oxidized cytochromes forms [100] .
contrasting agents in pAI belong to both endogenous and exogenous chromophores. Different exogenous contrasting agents employed in pAI can be separated into five basic groups: molecular fluorescent dyes (IcG, Alexa Fluor 750, BHQ3, QXL680, IRDye 800cW, MMpSense™), noble metal plasmon resonance particles (gold and silver nanoparticles), other types of nanoparticles (quantum dots, fluorescent silica nanoparticles), multimodal contrast agents (gadolinium chelate complexes, single-layer carbon nanotubes) and contrast agents for theranostics ( SpIOs, gold and silica nanoparticles) [101] . pAI technique is widely used in different areas of cell therapy. A number of papers study regenerative functions of Sc in pathological foci of different origin. For example, Ricles et al. [102] employed in vitro labeling of mesenchymal rat Sc and macrophages by gold nanoparticles. using a model of lower limb ischemia in rats they also showed the ability to monitor labeled Sc in vivo and to quantify macrophage infiltration lesions by pAI followed by histological techniques and mass spectrometry to verify the results.
Noninvasive monitoring of Sc used to accelerate the process of healing of superficial skin injuries (burns, trophic ulcers, etc.) is of high interest in experimental and clinical studies. An example of this trend is the paper [103] , where structural damage of tissue and blood supply to the epidermis and dermis in skin burn model in rats were evaluated by pAI before and after implantation of 3D fibrin gel scaffolds with adipose tissue Sc labeled by gold nanoparticles.
A novel, rapidly developing modification of pAI is photoacoustic flow cytometry (PAFC) which is aimed at detection of cells labeled by exogenous contrast agents in a stream of physiological fluids (blood, lymph, cerebrospinal fluid) [104] . using this technique, the presence of markers of leukemia, carcinomas, melanomas, and cancer stem cells can be detected in preclinical animal models [105] .
Thus, we demonstrated that pAI has strong potential for wide application in cell therapy: from monitoring in Sc therapy and tissue engineering at the molecular level to detection of individual cells in the fluid flow at the level of the entire organism due to its noninvasiveness, safety, selectivity and capacity to provide long-term monitoring of different processes.
Multimodal imaging techniques
Multimodal imaging combines two or more imaging techniques to study the same object and produce integrated data (at several different levels) which can complement each other and provide complete information about the object. commonly, techniques from different groups are combined, for example, optical techniques are combined with non-optical ones, however, combinations within the same group are also possible.
Combination of optical and nonoptical techniques is commonly used to study migration of Sc in the recipient organism because it provides both high spatial resolution and high sensitivity, and accurately reveals localization of Sc.
cao et al.
[106] successfully evaluated viability, proliferation and migration after intracardiac administration of mouse embryonic Sc transfected simultaneously with three reporter genes (RFp, Luciferase, and HSV1-tk) using BI and pET techniques.
The authors of paper [107] used multimodal imaging technology and transfection of various reporter genes to monitor transplanted neural progenitor cells (Npcs) and their functional status. using BI and pET techniques, they investigated Npcs expressing HSV1-tk, GFp and firefly luciferase (Fluc) genes in culture and in glioma models in vivo.
Tumor Sc were detected in subcutaneous or orthotopically grafted gliomas using fluorescence molecular tomography and pET in presence of antibodybased tracers [108] .
using MRI and BI a comprehensive assessment of transplanted mouse embryonic Sc carrying a double label (superparamagnetic iron oxide and luciferase) was performed in a model of myocardial infarction. Exact anatomical localization of Sc in the area of infarction was determined by MRI, while viability of Sc administrated into myocardial infarction zone was evaluated by BI [109] .
MRI and BI were successfully combined to monitor bone marrow mesenchymal Sc labeled by reporter genes (Firefly Luciferase and GFp) and iron oxide particles transplanted into cNS of immunocompetent mice [110] .
Combination of nonoptical techniques allows for simultaneous study of viability and localization of Sc.
A combination of SpEcT and MRI techniques allows observing tracking of intraperitoneally administered mesenchymal Sc of human bone marrow in mice with neuroblastoma and detection of accumulation of mesenchymal Sc labeled by Combination of optical techniques allows for high sensitive simultaneous study of time evolution of Sc small populations distribution, colocalization and interaction of Sc with microenvironment in various models of pathological process.
FI and BI were successfully employed for study of distribution and differentiation of Sc in mice with tumors [113] . The authors used tumor and stem cells labeled with various reporter genes (fluorescent and bioluminescent).
In paper [114] FI and BI techniques were employed to demonstrate the effect of human bone marrow mesenchymal Sc on formation of metastases in immunodeficient mice for breast cancer model. Sc labeled with luciferase gene and tumor cells carrying red fluorescent protein were used. BI in vivo revealed distribution of Sc in lungs and abdominal organs at weeks 2 and 3 after transplantation and subsequent remigration of Sc into the lungs at weeks 6 and 7 (Figure 1) . FI allowed to detect inhibitory effect of Sc on formation of lung metastasis (Figure 2 ). 
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Such multimodal approach to collection of data about location and status of Sc can minimize potential drawbacks of particular method employment, and provide suitable information for clinical and research applications.
Conclusion
Rapid progress in development of markers along with improvement of in vivo imaging systems allows for reliable study of direction and efficiency of Sc migration. The studies of Sc migration in research and in clinical environment have significant differences. The main criteria in the clinical setting are biocompatibility, safety, non-toxicity, and non-invasiveness. Accordingly, the main criteria for the research works studying Sc migration are precision, quantitative characterization and long-term monitoring cell migration, as well as label stability [115] .
currently, techniques for imaging cells and their structures in vivo are developed satisfying the requirements of both basic and clinical research. A wide range of such characteristics as sensitivity, resolution, imaging depth, and specificity allows one to choose the optimum experimental technique and conditions (accounting for particular experimental model). Diverse approaches provide an opportunity to perform anatomical, physiological, pharmacological and molecular studies, and in some cases, techniques can be efficiently combined. currently the systems for in vivo imaging are being actively improved: instruments with higher sensitive are developed along with novel molecular labels, and advanced strategies for cell labeling.
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